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FOREWORDt
'fihis research and development was conducted under exploratory development tfask

. - area ZF63.522.011 (Assessment and Enhancement of Prereqttsite Skills), work .unit
522:b11.03.02 (Enhancement of Computational Capabilities), and was sponsored by the
Chief of Naval Edpcation and Training (0P-01). The objectives of this work unit are to
identify mathematits skill deficiencies among Navy electronics personnel, to determine .

the causes of such-deficiencies, and to.develop instruction strategies to- improve the
efficiency and job relevance of Navy electronics training.

,... .

This is the second of .a series -of reports', designed to identify mathematicgl
requirements relevant to electronics training. The first' (NPRDC TR 81-4) identified
mathematical skills required fo'r successful perf&rance in the Navy electronics "A"
schools.. This report compares `the mathematics skills of .entering and graduating "A"
school students and. investigates the relationship between mathematics scores and course
performance.. Results are intended for use by the Chief of Naval Education arid Training
and the Chief of Naval Technical Training.,.

Appreciation is expressed to the "N, school instructors and students who participated
in this study. .

The ortracting officer's technical representative was DroMeryl S. Baker.

JAMES F. KELLY, JR.
Commanding Officer

z

JAMES J. REGAN
Technical Director



Problem )

SUMMARY

To provide skilled maintenance technicians for increasingly sophisticated electroruc.
equipment, specific 'mathematics skills must be related to student performance in Class
"A" school electronic courses. Further, student ability to perform mathematics tkills
designated as critical to successful course performance must be assessed so'. that
deficiencies can be identified and corrected. To address this problwi, the Center is
condutting research and. development designed to identify mathematical requirements
relevant to electronics training. A previous report issued concerning this work 'described
the mathematics skills identified as needed to perform successfully in Navy electronics
"A" schools.

Objective

The objectives of this effort were to ompare . the mathematics capabilities of
entering and graduating electronics "A" chool students and to determine hoii
mathematics scores relate to course perform ce data.

Approach /

,

AL

Based on the results of the previous repOrt, mathematics tests were developed to
assess the mathematics skills of entering and graduating electronics "A" school students.
The test iterris were "custom" assembled into individual tests of approximately 100 items
for each of the 10 schools to assess the particular skills involved. The tests were
administered to approximately 1000enteririg and 1200 graddating students at nine schools.
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) scores were obtained for all the
students and "A".school perfortnance data were obtained for the graduating students.

Mathematics test scores and ASVAB scores were analyzed Co_identify the differences
between entering and graduating students. Also, correlations were computed for
mathentatics test scores and school performance data for the graduating students. .

Findings
os

4

/

.I

. 1./ The mathematics' test scores of' entering and graduating students- differed
significantly on topics taught' as part of the electronics course training. This pattern was
particularly noticeable for advanced topics such as Boolean Algebra and Number Bases.

2. No significant differences were found between entering and graduating students
on mathematics topics rated as rerequisites, including Arithmetic Operations, Fractions,
Estimation, and Equations.

3. In all the "A" schools surveyed, student mathematics test scores correlated
significantly with at least one course performance measure.

4. There were significant correlations between course- perform nce measur6s and
some ASVAB variables, especially, mechanical comprehension, ele rical knowledge,
mathematics knowledge, general, information; and space perception subt ts.

5... Eliminating, mathematics-related items from coarse examinati n, where item
information was available, generally resulted ih reduced correlations tween total
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.

mathematics teqtt and topic scores. There was sufficient correlation in most cases,,
however, to wafrrant the conclusion that the nnathernatics)tes4 scores are related in some
degree to the nonmathematics aspects for "A" school performance measures.

6.. Across all schools, mean percent 'correct rangedfronn'0 to 72 on mathematics
items rated by course instructors asbeing critical for vccessful course performance.

.7. Where more advanced mathematics skills such as thbse involved in Number gases
and Boolean Algebra were taught at the "A" school,the instruction produced significant
diff-erences bety.teen mean scores on tpese topics_ for entering and grgduating students. .

Conclusions,
$

1. A .background in basic mathematics obtained prior to, "A" school training is
generalliLadequate for courses' involving basic electronics concepts, but advanced
mathema cs is necessary for success in those courses involving -ophisticated electronics
concepts.

2. Performance in mathematics in the electronics ratings is poor even in 'those
topic areas instructors consider ctucial to successful performance in an electronics rating.
Therefore, either the course - performance tests do not measure appropriate skills, or the,
instructors hake an inaccurate perception-of mathentics requirements.

RecommendationsI
k,

1
../

. The mathematics requirements in the entire electronicsqr,aining pipeline should
be assessed to ensure that skills and knowledge§ essential for successful fleet performance
and subordinate skills and knowledges that4enable the trainee to master essential skirl's are
taught. This effort is currently being conducted by NAY,PERSRANDCEN. "c_. I,
,#) 2. Instruction should be developed to remedy student mathematics deficiencies in

areas identified as a, resulAiof the implementation of recommendation #1.

f
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Problem

1k

INTRODUCTION

<

i I. .
,

* To _provide skilled maintenance technicians for 'increasingly sophisticated 'el,ectronic
equipment, specific mathematics skills must be relevant to student performance in Class
"A" schOol electronic courses. Further, the student ability to perform inatheinatits skills
designated as critical to succesfilf course performance must be, assessed, so that
deficiencies can be identified and corrected.

. ,

Background

Although the relation between specific mathematic's skills and the proficiency...of
electropies, personnel has not been consistent, the history on the subject is replete, with
recommendations that ,"electronics personnel need more niath." ,:Research in the 19504.
and 1960s certainly tends to support the notion that electronics'personnel in general lack
proficiency inlmathematics (Stauffer, 1955; Anderson, 1962; Cox &Montgomery, 1964;
Johnson, 1969). For example, Andelon, after 'testing the basic abilities of electronics..
technicians (ETs) in powers-of-ten, square root, algebra, logarithms,trigon'ometric
functions, and binary arithmetic, concluded,that, although test- scores measuring these
skills were related to the "A'! school gradest they -were not related- to electronics job
proficiency. That conc.lusion,'however, appears to have done 'little to dissuade those
involved in'electroniCs training frorfi the view that more training in mathematics is at list
useful as an "enabling skill" to facilitate the learning of .job-related

' 4 / i
Current studies regarding the relation of mathematici Skills is electronics it-,iriing

are needed,. Perhaps the most persuasive *argument supporting ,further study stems from
,1the fact that virtually, all the research effOrts relating mathematics skills to electronics

training were doneover10 years ago. With the rapid evolution of electronics technology
and associated maintenance ,proceddres wkthirlythe last '10 years, it may. be that the
mathematics skills required t9 perform effectively in e%ctranict maintenance today.are
significantly different from' those required a few' years ago. Therefore, NAVPEIZSRAND-
REN is; conducting a projeCt "aimed at i4entifying Mathematics skill deficiendes among

. "Navy electronics.students. Electronics training programs were selected-because mathe- ,
.

matics deficienCiea. are most` often cited as a major cause ,of unsatisfactory student
performance in suchiprograms.

i.
1 0; ,. s . -Lt .., .

i The first report. issued'Under this project identified mathematics skills required for
successful peilormance in the Navy electronics "A" schools (Sachar & Baker; 1981). In
that effort, instructors in 14 electronics "A" schools (12 basic: and 2,advanced) (see Table
1) were asked toiassess the, iihOortapce of 70 matflematicat skills within 14 areas for
successful electronics course performance; to indicate whether. the surveyed skills are
pretequisite, reviewed, or taught,by the "A" schools; * to state the number and type (4
performance aids used in each school. The skills NJere tip be. rated on'a 6-point scale,
,where 0 = "not required" and.5 = "indispensable."

Table 2, which lists the 70 surveyed skills, shows that 21 dO not affect performance ip
any basic .dore course (i.e., instructors rated them as either "0" (not required) or "I?"'
(dispensable), and 9 others affected performance in only 1 course. Although the skills
rated as affecting perforniance are generaII considered as prerequisite in all schools,

, many students 'require review in e skint for successful performance. Across all
schools, the most important skill e (1) addition; subtraction, multiplication, and division
of numbers, (2) squares and s are rots of positive .numbers, (3) addition and subtraction
of like units, (4) multiplication and .clivision Of like and/or unlike units, (5) substitution of

,
"op
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know values into a given formula, and (6) transpositions of algebraic expressions.
PerfoTmance aids are permitted in all courses but one, both during. the course and during
exams..

i/

X

N

The purpose of this sf fort was to compare the mathematics jkills of entering and
,graduating electronics WI school students and to determine hod mathematic's, scores
relate to courseperformande.

.
Table I

Class "A" Courses Included in Survey
a

r

Class "A" Codrses Location

Aviation Electrician's Mate (AE)

Avionic Technician (AV)

Advanced first Term Avionics (AFTA)a

Construction Electrician (CE)b
Construction Electrician (CE).t
D &ta Systems Technician (DS)

Electricians Mate (EM)

Electronics Technician (ET)

tr9nics Warfare Technician (EW):c-

ENV CorrectiVe Maintenance (EWC)
EW Preventive Maintenance (EWP)t

Fire Control Techniciari I (FTI)

. Fire Control Technician II (FTII)a*

Gunner's Mate (GM)

Sonar Technician (ST)

I

.. Memphis

Memphis

Memphis
.

Gulfport
Port Hueneme

Mare Island

Great Lakes

Great Lakes

Pensacalk
Pensacola

'Great Lakes
,,Great Lakes i
Great Lakes

San Diego

a

aThese are advanced courses attended only by students who rank academically in the
upper two thirds of their respective basic core courses.

.b
atTwo locations of the CE school were surveyed and treated independently to determine

whether ihstructor responses were consistent across locales.

cData were obtained Separately for the preventive and corrective maintenance sections of -
the EW school since each section ,represented a distinct block of instruction taught by '
different instructors. i

4
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Table 2 .

Skills Identified as Being Related to P,eforma(e at Navy
Electronics Cioss "A" Sdhools

Area/Associatea Skills

No. of Basic CO
Courses Where Skill

was Rated as Affecting
Performance

Arithmetic Operations with Numbers (4):

.
12
11

1

11

1.' Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division of numbers , { -

2. Squares and square roots of positive numbeh.
3. Powers and roots of positive numbers greater than

squares and square roots
4. PercentNes of numbers

Estimation (I):

5. Estimation of answers to arithmetic computation 6

Fractions (5):

6. Addition and subtraction of fractions 9
7. Multiplication and division of fractions, 8
8. Powers and roots of fractions , 1

9. Reduction,of numeral fractions to lowest terms 6.
10. Simplification of-Omplex fractions 4

Units and Conversions4(7):

11. Addition' and subtraction of like units 12
12. Multiplication and division of like units 12
13. Multiplication and division of unlike units 12
14. Squares and square roots of units
IBS. Unit conversion between nonmetric and metric systems 1

16. Unit conversion within a metric system 10 ,

17. Unit conversion within a nonmetric system

Scientific Notations (4): 9
4

18. Representation of nimbers in scientific notation 8
19. Addition and subtraction of numbers in scientific

notation 8
20. Multiplication and division of numbers in scientific

notation 7
21. Powers and roots of numbers in scientifiC)iotation 4

Decibels (1):

22. Decibels 4

Logarithras (4):

23. Logs and antilogs fOwid from log tables 3
24. Arithmet& computation using logs -
25. Solution Of logarithmic and exponential equations 3
26. Logs of numbers to bases other than 10, using base

10-1og tables
I

0

Equations (6):

27. Substitution'of known values into a given formula 11
28. Transpositions of algebraic expressions, 11
29. Application of transpositions on equations with more

than one variable 7
30. Solutions of quadratic equations 0
31. Solutions of second -order simultaneous equations 1

32. Solutions of third-order simultaneous equations 0

3 1
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47. Solutions to right triangles
48. CalcuAtions of the areaof a given triangle
49. Solutions for .unknown parts of a nonright triangle

using laws of sines or cosines
50. Solutions of amplitude, frequency, phase angle, period,

and angular velocity of a given periodic function
51. Amplification of sum and differente identities
Phasors (7):

52. Conversion of .polar and rectangular coocdinates
53, ens a roots of signed numbers
54. Add' nd subtraction-of phasors In rectangular form
55. Addition and subtraction of polar phasors
56. Multiplication and division of phasors in rectangular

form
57. Multiplication and division of polar phasors
58. Powers and roots of polar phasors .

Number Bases (4):

59. Conversion of numbers to different number systems -
60. Addition and subtraction in number systems from #59
61. Multiplication and division in number syftems from #59
62. Complements of binary numbers

Boolean Algebra (8):

63. Conversion of Boolean expressions to truth tables
64. Conversion of logic diagrams to truth tables
65. Conversions of Boolean expressions to` logic diagrams
66. Simplification of Boolean expressions -
67. Conversion of logic diagrams to Boolean expressions
68. Simplification of Boolean expressions involving minterms

(Veitch diagrams)
69. Conversion of truth tables to Boolean expressions
70. Conversion of truth tables to logic diagrams

Table 2 (Continued)

Area/Associated Skills

No. of Basic Core
Courses-Where Skill

was Rated as Affecting
Performance

Algebraic Expressions (9):
33. Addition and subtraction of algebraic expressions
34. Multiplication and division of simple algebraic_,-\

expressions
35. Multiplication of algebraic expressions up to

binomials
36. Multiplication of algebraic expressions larger than

binomials
37. Division of algebraic e I

sions
3g. Powers and roots of r e algebraictxpressions
39. Powers and roots of po la's
40. Addrtion and subtraction of fractional algebraic

expressions
41. Factoring algebraic-expressions

Determinants (2):
42. Evaluation of determinants
43. Solutions of simultaneous equations using determinants
Xometry and Trigonometry (8):
44. Conversion of radian and degree measures of angles
45. Pythagorean theorem
46. - Use of Irigonometrrc tables to find specified function

of a given angle or the angle of a given function

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

3

6
2
0

a0 r

0
o

2
0
1

. 0
0
0

5

5
5
4

)6
, 7

6
2
6

2
5'
5

4
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.Test Development \,,`^

APPROACH

Item Construction

Based on survey results, a test was developed for each basiccore course surveyed to
assess student performance on skills rated as fffecting performance: (i.e., abbve "1"). To
determine the number of test items required fo each topic or skill area within a course,
the ratings or scoreassigned to skills, rated, as affecting course performance were
summed to yield an overall skill-importance value and individual scores then converted to
percentages of that value. It was assumed that each course test would include
approximately 100 'items. Thus, the number of items °required for any topic/skill was
equivalent to the percentage derived from the ratings. Table 3 shows how this procecdure
was usedused for the ET course.

Items were then constructed for each skill affecting performance, using the skill
acquisition levels specified by surveyed _instructors .to determine whether relatively
difficult or relatively easy items sho\uld predominate, and a number of technical
references (Cooke &Adams, 1970; Singer, 1978; Barker & Wheeler,4978).

o

The following guidelines were used in writing the test items:

1. ` A single dimension of the mathematics, concept was used as much as possible to
obtain unconfounded measures of ability on each Mathematics skill requirement. The
single dimension criterion .could not always be strictly followed. For example, the.me`
following.item was constructed for Skill' 13 (multiplication and division of unlike units):

50 amperes x 3 hours =

The object here is the manipulation of unlike unitsot arithmetic computation.' In cases
where confounding skill was necessary to make a complete and realistic item, it was kept
to a minimum level of difficulty.

2. For each skill, items were developed over a range of difficulty. Difficulty
arising from item characteristics that' were not part of the basic skill (e.g., number of
processing steps, transformations, numerical size, etc.) was not used in ordering items
along the difficulty dimension. Por example, the following items were Constructed for
Skill 11 (addition and subtraction of like units):,

a. 80 milliseconds + 28Q milliseconds =
b. 90 millivolts 7 0.18 volts =
c. 50 micro-ohm 1000 micro-ohms .05 ohms =

Item a is inhereritly m ifficult thanItem b because of the added unit transformation----"
knowledge and prose mg requirement. Item c is inherently no more difficult than Item b,
but has more stew.

3., Common electronics or scientific terms were used as much as possible for the
units and conversions skills. Where4focus was on proper manipulation of units, problem
set -up and results involving unfamiliar forms (e.g., amperes) were used only to emphasize .

the manipulation aspects of the problem.

4

4
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Table f

Determination of Electronic Technician Course Item Requirements

'\

4

.

Skill,,NO.
(from Table 1)-

. Instructors'
- -Importance

Ratings

\
Percent of Sum

of Ratings

ANIL:

Items Required

2.
5.
5*

4.9
4.9

5
5

4 4 3.9 V 4
'5 3 2.9 3
-6 2 1.9 4 2

11 5 5
12 5 4.9 5
13 4 3.9 4
15 2 1.9 2
16
17

5
3

4.9
2.9 . 5

3
18' 4 3.9 4
19- 4 3. 4
20 4 4
21 4 3.9 4,
22 I 3 2.9 3
27 4 3.9 4
28 4 3.9 4
29 4 3.9 4
46 3 2.9 3
59 . e 3 2.9

I 60,, 3 '2.9
2.9 3

63 3 2.9 3
64 3 2.9 3
65 2 1.9 2
67 3 2.9 3
69 3 2.9 3
70 2 1.9 2

Sum of Ratings 102

it. 'The most common notation was used in formulating the questions. For example,
in Skill 2 (squares and square roots of positive numbers), the square root of 81 can be
expressed as 81,4 or AI. The latter is the preferred notation.

5., Items having only one possible answer were used. Because of the free-k.sponse
forniat, it was considered desirable to have precisely defined answers. Where this was not
possible (e.g., Skill 5, estimation of answers 'to arithmetic computation); a range of
acceptable answers was generated for each item.

'7
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Withiri a skill area, items were ordered from simple'to difficult. Areas_ were also
presented in increasing difficulty. ,"Arithrrietic OperationS and Numbers," was considered
the easiest; and "Boolean Algebra," the most difficult.

Pilot Test,.Iteh Selection, and Revision

After the preliminary tests were constructed, they were pretested, on several
engineering students from the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA). This
testing served to identify items that should be revised before.the la-iv-scale pretesting
scheduled to be conducted in February 1979 at the Fleet Anti-Submarihe Warfare Training
Center Pacific (FLEASWTRACENPAC), San Diego. 1~or exaMple, one.,problem was the
excessive computation required by many items. TheUCLA test also provided a rough
estimate of what could be expected for test administration times.

FLEAS WTRACENPAC pretesting Was conducted targely -wit sonar te hru'cian, .

vstudents waiting to enter Class "A"- school, plus a small number who had just co pleted
"A" school or were Bapic Electricity and Electronics (BE/E) school graduates. The
pretestiqg was conducted in 5,half-day sessions. At the start. of each session, students
were given a mathematics self-rating form and instructed to rate their knowledge or
ability to solve problems in Bclolean algebra, phasors, decibels, number bases, geometry
and trigonometry, logarithms, and units and conversions on a 6 -point scaleranging from
"No knowledge, of this area" to "Very gbod understanding and proficiency in this area; able,
to deal, with complex and difficult problems." Students were not asked to rate themselves
on arithmetic operations, estimation, fractions, scientific notations, and equationsosince itt was assumed that students who were entering or Who had completed Class "A" school had

7 been exposed ,to. instruction in these topics in high schools and post-secondary schbols.
Students who rated their knowledge on the most difficult, areas as average or above
average were given the test on ,these areas. Those who'rated their knowledge as belowaverage were tested on the more familiar areas. Table 4 shows the total number of

-students taking part in the pretest; and Table 5, the numbers tested on the various topics.

'd1, s-

SOI

Table 4

Pretest Sample Sizes by Session

. e Session Pre "A ".School

Students

Post "A" School
Post
BE/E , Total

1 24 1,2 5
2 18 6 .9
3 11 ,9

,4 55- 25
5 72 18 16

Total 7 180 70 38

*IL

7
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41
33
22
86

.106

288



Table 5
. ,

Pretest Sample Sizes by Topic

Topic4 N
O

Boolean Algebra 27
Phasors 24
Decibels 22
Number Bases 35
Geometry/Trigonometry 55
Logarithms 25
Units and Conversions 48
Arithmetic Operations 139
E imation 149

ctions 143
Scientific Notation's 80

. Equations 86

Elevel?pment of Final Test Forms 4

Selection of items to be included in the final test forms was bastpd on .the results of
the pretest data analysis. Item-test correlations and percent of students passing each
item were,computed to assess reliability and'difficulty of individuar items. The internal

-consistency reliabilitiest of items within skill-level apd topic-level were Calculated prior to
and following item selection.to help assess lhe effect of deleting items that were outside.
the acceptable range of reliability and difficulty.

.

Al wAlter the data analyses were completed, individual mathematics tests were con-,
structed for the "A" school electronics courses. The primary ,consideratisans in developing
these tests weri: (1) ensuring that they reflected, the instructors' importance ratings of
mathematics skills and that the nurgber of items selected were appropriate for 2-hour
tests, (2) providing rpliable measures 'of the relevant mathematics skills-over a reasonable
range of item difficulty, and (3) presenting the items in a suitable format and progressive
order of difficulty. . .

4
. .. , , i

' Within each skill, items were selected aid
,

ranked on thebaiis of their item and skill
correlations and difficulty levels. An item was considered to ,be in the accepwble range
of diffNIty if 'between 20 and 90 percent of students answered the item coffectly (the
more desirable limits were conside* to be 30 and 80). The minimum acceptable level of
discrimination was determined for the .05 significance level. In almost every case, there

g was a sufficient number of item and skill correlations above this minimum. The item apd
skill correlation value was the primary consideration in selecting items, but tradeoffs
were made to obtain a broad range of item difficulty within the limits indicated above.

a

A check was made on the actual time required to solve the different types of
mathematics items. Once the time was established for each mathematics topic, the
preliminary item sequiremelltsfor each course were reexamined to determ'ne whether the
proposed item sets would fit a 2-hour test. Three of the courses fit wi n the 2-hour
time constraint, and the remaining courses were brought within the 2- ur, limit by



reducing the number of test items (in proportion to the skill-area importance ratings) by
whatever factor was necessarylto bring the total test within the 2-hour time limit.

To permit skill comparisons among different courses, common items were used for
each skill across all courses requiring that skill. For,example, all tests using three items
to measure a particular skill used the same three items; tests requiring four items for the
skill used the three course items plus a common fourth item, and so on. Thus, it was
important to decide the order in which items would be selected for.inclusion in the final
tests. For this purpose, iterhs within each skill area were placed in rank order 1,41 the basis
of item discrimination and item difficulty, with item discrimination generally given
precedence oyez difficulty. The final order of the items for each skill was adjusted tct
present the easitst of the common items first.

Using these rank-ordered item listi d the course item requirements shown in
Table 6, nine individual mathematic ss'"l .1 s tests were constructed.' (A single test was
developed for use at the two CE schools, 'sin'ce mathematics skill ratings for- the two
schools were very similar and anticipated student samples were rather. small.) The
process- was simply to select items. for each skill based on their rank order; the highest-'
ranked item for the skill was chosen first, etc., until the required number of items had
been selected.

Test Administration /

Test administration began in May 1979 and continued over a period of i4 weeks. To
-:minimize selection factors and enslire that the tested sample would be representative of
the geneCal population of students in these courses, an attempt was made to include all
students entering or graduating from the designAed courses during the scheduled testing
period. "Entering students" were those who were starting the first day of the course 4nd
had not yet received formal classroom instruction. "Graduating students" were those Who
were in the final week of the .course or had just graduated from the course and had
received no postgraduation instruction or training (except for those in the 6-month DS
course, who had to be tested during the last 2 weeks of instruction).

All the testing was conducted by the contractor, except for the CE school at Gulfport
where the CE school instructors administered the tests to the last 9 of the 14 entering
students in the CE sample. Since classes were tested as intact units, foreign students who
were present on the day of testing were given the mathematics tests, although. the study
design called for testing only U.S. students. (Test data one foreign students were
eliminated'f torn the data analyses.) To minimize the demands of conflicting duties and
responsibilities, testing was conducted whenever, possible_during regular classroom hours.
Since 'the EM school schedule did not permit testing during the school day, tests were
conductokafter hours.

At the start of each testing session, students were given a brief description of the
study objectives. In general, the students took the project seriously and worked as hard as
one might expeCt in a mathematics test situation. The "A" school instructors and
administrative personnel were very helpful in coordinating the various testing sessions and
encouraging students' to their maximum effort. The numbers of students tested at each of
the schools iS shown in Table 7. v

1-
A-

° .
'A test was -not developed for the ST rating under this contract because of the

differences in the-training sequence between STs and the remainder of the "A" school
participants. ..

A,
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Table 6

Item Requirements for class "A" Sclobol Basic Core Electronics Courses

Number of Items Required for Each Coiirse

Topic/Skill AE AV
CEG/
CEP

`

- DS

Arith. Ops.

10 3 1k
. 2 . 4 -7

,,4

3 1,

4 8 3 8 ' -

Estimatin
4 3 4 35

Fractions

6 5'6,
6

-
5

; 5

10 3 -

Units/Cony.

8 3 7 4
' Al

I

12 8 3 7 4

13 8 .3 8 3

14 3 7 -
15 - -
16 7 3 5 ..,
17 4 3. . 6 k

Sci. Not.

18 3 .. 4

19 3' .4
20 3 3

21 -

EM

Decibels
0 0

`22

; begarithThs . - *
,- 23 .

25
' I

Equations

27 6 3 8

28 6 3 '. 8 5

29 6 . - ..: 5.

Geom./Trig. -s

45 7
46 8 1
47\ P.

hasors,-

5

0 5
5

3

3

5

3

5

5,

4r
5

5

3

-

...i

52 14.1
54 '.
55

a

Number Bases

59
60
61
62

NBoolen AIR.

4

,..

-_
'99

; 3

: 3

3

3

'3

3

-
3

-

78

..

101

4

4
4

4

4
4

4

4
4

4

4
ti.

___
83

-

6

..

-
-
-

92

63
, 64

65
66
6i
68
69
10

Tall

IQ;
r

ET EW FT GM

-

4

3

3

3

,

5

N,...

*

.

6
5

5

.

r

8
3

-
4.

_ 3- 3

_3

3

3

3

. ,, a

3

-* 4 , 5 5 4

4 '5 5 3

,3 5 5 4

- 5 3

3 -
4 5 5

3 5 5 4
r

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 3 '
3 3

3 4

5

3 , 5 4 8.
3' lip 5 6
3 ,. w4 §

a

3 5
am..

%

5 - '

frf
_ -

5

5

5

-

I).* .. .. .

3

) . -
3

491 , 95 88 86

6
6
6

6
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Table 7

Mathematics Test Sample Sizes

Course .

'Entering
Students

AE
AV
CEG
CEP
DS
EM
ET
EW
FT

'GM

:Total

Graduating Number of
Students u Total Classes Tested

,, ,l ..

158 I 165 \ 323 17
157 - .=, ' ',.168

,
325 16....

-sr14 ..., 40 ' 34 4-t
29 , 2' 58 . - 4
70 ,-. 77 147 12

159 222 1 11
156 196

32
3.52 20

136 56 ,. . 112 . 12,
165 , 154 319 7

-96 , - 152
,

24&. 18
a --.1.-...

1060 12122991060 1239~
1, -

Data Collection
' -

To assess the relation of mathematics skills to "A" school performance, a variety of
aptitude and "A" school inlormatiOn was collected:7,

1. Student Aptitude Scores. Standard ASVAB _scores 'were obtained for both
entering and graduating -studena- in the test sample. In addition, College Level
Examination Program (CLEP) mathematics test scores were obtained for students in the
DS course.

2. Measures Overall Course Performance., For raduating sttidents, scores were
eobtained -on both. written and practical "A" school examinations. In cases where "A"
school performance was measured by r ompreheriive midterm and final examinations,,,
,item data were obtained for these-exams. In cases where performance was measured by
weekly or sectional examinations, total scores vbere collected for each exam. .

3. Measures of Performance in the Mathematics-Related- Portions of the Course,
,For 'courses where item data were obtained for comprehensive examinations,'eachtem
was classified as mathematics or nonmathematics in content. Based on these categoriza-
tions, new scores were computed fortgash individual on the-mathematics-related and non-
mathematics-related items.- Where w'ee'kly or sectional examinations were used, examina-'
tions were identified b' content area to permittseparate analyses of different areas.

RESULTS

Mathematics Test Reliabilities

The mathematics tests for each "A" School' were analyzed to provide internal
consistency-reliability coefficients (KR-20s) for the total test and topic scores, and to
determine topic and total correlations based on these scores.

.
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Re liabilities for School Mathematics Tests

1 Table 82 presents' the total mathematics, test KR-20s for the entering and graduating
groups and for the combined sample.. As shown, the KR-20s range from .90 to..97 for
entering students, .92 to .97 for the graduating students, and .91 to .97 for the total
group. These results indicate that the mathematics tests for all the schools have strong
internal consistency reliability.

Corrilatns of Mathematics Topic Scores with Total Mathematics T t Scores

A second way of looking at reliability is to evalua e the relatidrehip of the individual
topics to the total test. As shown in Table 9, mos of the topic and total correlations
were moderate to high in size. The highest topic and total correlations for the graduating
students were Arithmetic Operations (.35' to .95), Units and Gonyersions (.60 to .91) and
Equations (.53 to .91). The lowest topic and total correlations were observed for Phasors
(.37), Estimation (.41 to .73), and Decibels (.35 and .41). Mathematic aptitude is
presumably basic to all the topics and hence the appearance of the moderate correlations.
Thee was sufficient variance remaining to distinguish between the contribution of the
various mathematical topics to course performance.

Table 9 also includes correlations between total scores and ASVAB. The ASVA5, tests
that might be expected to correlate with total scores are Arithmetic Reasoning (AR),
Numerical Operations (NO), and Mathematics Knowledge (a). As shown, correlations
with AR and 'MK scores were moderate to moderately high (.37 to .66) for the CE, EM,
ET;EW, and GM schools.

Entering and Graduating Student Test Scores

Comparison of-Zotal and Topic Test Scores

The same mathematics skills tests were given to the entering and graduating students
within each course, permitting direct comparisons between the two groups inbeadh school:.
However, there were differences among the "A"' Schools' mathematics skill tests An
numbers of items within a mathematics skill area and in the combination of mathematics
'topics and skill areas. Comparisons across schools, therefore, should take into account

i differences in the mathematics-topic compositions. , . ..

As shown in Table 10, across alrschools, the mean percent correct on the total, test
ranged from 29 to 41 percent for entering students and 29 td 60 percent 'for graduating
students. The mean percent corredt on topic areas rated as critical to succcssf,utcourse
performance ranged from 0 to 75.8 (Table.14).

Mathematics test 'scores can be .attribiited both to mathematics ability acquired prior.,
to "A" School and to "A" school training. Thus, to determine the effeCt of training alone-
at the various schools on the mathematics test results, .the entering and, graduating
student groups were equatedon their mathematics abilities. At each school, an ANOVA
was performed that adjusted mathematics test scores by equating the two groups on three
covariates: ASVAB AR, NO, and MK scores. The resulting F-ratios (Table 12) show the
significance of difference between the entering arfd graduating studepts on each
mathematics topic and the total test when scores have beenadjusted.

,

2Because of the,large number.of tables in this section relative to the amount of text,.
the tables appear at the end of the section, beginning on page 19.

'110
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The t-test° was applied t6 the differences between the mean scores of entering and
graduate students. Table 13 presents results, as well as a comparison between the two
group's as to level of acquisition. If a given skill was reviewed (R) or taught (T) at a
school, a significant difference between the entering and graduating group mean scores on
that skill would be expected. On the Other hand, if a skill was a prerequisite (P) for the
course and no further review was involved, no significant difference between groups would
be expected. Table 14 provides ASVAB scores for the two groups. Differences in mean
test scores and ASVAB scores are discussed below: 4

AE School

a. Mathematics Test Scores. There were no significant differences between
the entering and graduating A student mean scores on any of the mathematics test
topics. This result is congruent with the fact that the instructors considered most of'the
skills tested as prerequisites for the course. Only three (Skill 6 in Fractions, Skill 29 in
Equations, and Skill 46 in Geometry and Trigonometry) were considered as subjects, for
review. When AE entering and graduating students were equated on AR, NO and MICf the
differences in mathematic tests-topic and total scores were still not significant.

b. ASVAB Scores. There were no significant differences between entering and
graduating student ASVAB scores.

2$ AV School 4
a.' Mathematics Test 'Scores. As would be expected, training in the Number

Bases and Boolean Algebra topic areas produced very significant differences between the
entering and graduating .AV stusignt groups. Skill 10 in Fractions, Simplification of
Complex Fractions,a prerequisite reviewed during the course, also shoWed a significant
difference between groups. The instruction on Skill 16, Unit Conversion within a Metric
System,-`apparently was not sufficient to produce a significant difference between groups
in total topic proficiency. Similarly, the review of several other skills did not produce
significant differences between the groups. When entering and graduating students were
equated on AR, NO, and MK, thabove results still held:

b. ASVAB Scores. The entering and graduating tudent groups showed no
significant difference on any of the ASVAB variables. Differences between AV groups on
the mathematics tests can be attributed to differences in training rather than differences
in aptitude.

3. CEP/CEG Schools

6, a. Mathernatics Test Scores.

*A, (1) CEG. All mathematics skills tested in the CEG school wee considered
prerequisites for the course; two Units and Conversions (Nos. 11 and 12). were. pre-
requisites but reviewed in the course. The results for the 14 entering and 20 graduating
students at the CEG school at Gulfport were unexpected. There was a general drop in
mean test scores between entering and graduating students, with significant differences in
the Units and Conversions and Equations topics. When the entering and graduating groups
were equated on AR, NO, and MK, these results were replicated, and, in addition', the
difference between the CEG groups in their total mathematics scores reached sig-
'nificance. The anomalous results probably followed from the small sample numbers and
the atypical sampling and,testing procedures necessarily used at the-CEG school. Because
of to low enrollment and fporadic class \scheduling, some of the sample, had to be tested

$.4
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on an Individual basis by school perSonnel and over an extended periosi of time. The great
disparity between the CEP mean total and the CEG mean total scores points to the
pro$bility that CEG test scores underestimate the true values for graduating students.

(2) At the. CEP school, one Arithmetic Operations, one Estimation and
three Units- and Conversions skills were considered prerequisites. One Geometry /Trig-
onometry skill was taught, and the remaining skills considered essential were reviewed.
Although the mathematics topic means for the entering and graduating students at CEP
did not differ significantly, differences in the total test means were in the expected
direction (40.2 for entering 'vs. 42.8 for graduating students). These results were
repeated when the CEP groups were equated on AR, NO, and MK.

,
ASVAB Scores. There were no significant differences in the ASV1) mean

scores between the entering and graduating student groups at either of the twp CE
schgols.- Therefore, aptitudes, espeAally those that are ratith-related (AR, NOa-rfd MK)
would not account for the differeyrces on the Mathematics. test performance observed
between the two CE schoolnvith respect to entering and graduating groups' klative
achievement.

4. DS School

f a. Mathematics Test Scores. Number Bases and Boolean Algebra skills are
tatight in the DS School, and, as expected, graduating students scored significantly higher
than entering students in these areas. There were no1ignificant differences befween the
groups fOr mathematics skills in Arithmetic Operation and Estimation, although both of
these topics were reviewed in the school. However, entering students scored significantly
higher on Units and Conversions and Scientific Notation skills, which may indicate that
the entering student group had had prior or recent training on these skills. All the
significant differences indicated above were corroborated when the groups were equated
on their AR, NO, and MK scores.

b. ASVAB Scores. In most aptitude-areas measured_by the ASVAB, entering
and graduating students appear to be very similar. However, a -significant difference wasfound'on the MK MathematicsKnowledge subtest, with the mean for graduating students
approximately 1.5 standard scores points higher than that of the entering students.

5. EM School

a. Mathematics Test Scores. There were no significant differences between'
mean scores for entering and graduating students except for Boolean Algebra (the °nix
mathematics skill taught in the course). Although alJ the other topics pertinent to the EMschool contain skills that were presumably reviewed in the course, there were no
significant gains in tested mathematics proficienc'y in any of these topics. ,The difference
found for Boolean Algebra is of- statistical significance but of negligible practical
significance; the significant difference between means for this topic rests on the fact that
the mean score for entering students in Boolean Algebra was zero, and the mean score for
graduating students was 0.2. Whether this sligt amount of skill ac isition is sufficient
for EM course purposes woulcikbe best answered by a detailed curricul m study.

When EM entering and graduating students were 'equated on AR, NO, and Mk, the
result for Boolean Algebra was confirmed. The F-ratio for .the Arithmetic* Operations
topic also showed a significant difference (p < .05)between the two groups.-

14
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b. ASVAB Scores. There were three significant ASVA& mean score differences
between the EM entering and graduating groups: on Wdrd Knowledge (WK), AR, arid
Automotive4 InfOrmation (Al). On all three tests, the entering student, group had the
highest mean scores.- The actual differences were about 2 points for WK and AR, and 2.5
points for AL These were not large differences arid, except for the Arittinetic Operations
-topic, probably did not-liave a strong-influence on the mathematics test results or on the
"A" school performance data. The AR, difference between the groups was not supported
by the MIand,N9 mean differences.

6. ET'Sc-pool

a. Mathema&s Test' Scores. The review or instruction of the mathematics
topics in the Electronics ,Technician courses appeared to be highly successful if 'the
significantly higher scores-fdr the graduating students on all but tree of the mathematics
tests can be considered criteria for achievement. Both groups were similar in that

',performance on Estimation, Fractions,
students' mean scores were significan
,However,,, when the two groups were

nd Geometry/Trigonometry, but,the graduatin
higher on the remaining eight topic 'tests.
afed on AR, NO, and -MK, the number of

sign ant differences was reduced. The gain by the graduating students held only for
Deci Number Basesond Boolean algebra. ,

to
ASVAB Scores. Comparison of, the entering and graduating student ASVAB

scores revealed -a variety of results. Sortie of the significant difference's fdund were
appreciable, indicating that the tw000school groups did not closely resemble each other in
abilities. The entering,students as a group scored significantly higher-than the graduating
students on WK, Attention_ to Detail (AD), Shop InfOrmation (SI),- Al, and General
Information (GO. The graduating students had significantly higher scores on Electronics
Information (El) and MK. This finding, suggesting that an interaction between MK and
training at the ET school resulted in theihigher mathematics test scores, was-supported by
results of the analysis of covariance.

7. EW School

a. Mathematics Test Snores. The EW graduating students scored higher thin
did the 'entering students on all the mathematics topic tests, pertinent to the EW
school--significantly so for Scientific Notation, Decibels, Logarithins; and total score.
These results were expected, since all topics were either taught or reviewed at the' EW
school. 'The analysis of covariance supported the* firidipgs and added Equations to the

, list Of mathematics topics where the graduating students scored significantly higher.

b. ASVAB Scores. In general, entering and graduating students did no
significantly on the ASVAB tests. Exceptions were AR and Mec cal Compre nsion
(MC), on which the graduating students had signifiCantly higher mean s and A i and
NO, on which tie entering students had the higher scores.

FT School

a. Mathematics Test Scores.
reviewed or taught in the FT school,
entering and graduating students on any
did not change these results.

b. ASVAB scores. There were no significant differences between entering and
graduating students on anyof the ASVAB subtests.

S

Although the mathematics topics tested -were all
there were no significant differences 1?epieen
topics. Equating the st4dents,on the covariances
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. GM School

a. Mathematics Test Scores. Skills involved in three of the mathematics-topics
pertinent to the GM school were taught: Units and Conversions (Skill 17),. Equations
(Stills 28 and 29), and Boolean Algebra (Skills 63 -67). Of these, only Boolean Algebra
showed a significantly higher mean score for the graduating students. The entering
students had a significantly higher mean score for Units and Conversions. The analysis of
covariance supported both findings. The topics reviewed rather than taught also showed
mixed results, the entering students more often achieving the higher mean score. The
assumption that topics were taught or reviewed during the course is based on survey
results gathered prior to this study. If the curriculum did not, in'tdct, include the
leaching and review of the mathematics topics indicated, the mixed results might' be
accounted for.

b. ASVAB Scores. There were no.significant differences betw.een the entering
and graduating students on their ASVAB scores.

Correlation Analyses

Intercorrelations were computed Between all variables of interest in this study:
mathematics test total and topic scores, the ASVAB tests, and "A" school written and
practical examinations. A correlation matrix was developed for each school and for each
student group separately, with intercorrelations obtained between mathemaiits tests and
ASVAB f6r the entering and graduating groups, and intercorrelations between "A" school
data and the other 'variables for the graduating students. The correlation matrices are
discussed below.

a

1. AE School. The AE school performance measures consisted of seven practical
exams (P1 to F7 and two forms.of a written final (W1 and W2) (Table 15). As shown in

Table 15, the 'correlations between the total mathematics test and AE performance
measures ranged from _low (.06) to moderately high (.41). The correlations obtained
between the totak test" and P4, Wit W2, and nonmath 2 were significant at the .01 level.
Except for Leometry/Trigonorpetry, the mathematics topic scores of AE students showed
the same pattern of correlations with performance measures as 'did the total test.

The intercorrelations of the AE school performance measures were generally low,
except for the correlation between P6 and W2. Evidently this form of the written final
examination had more in common with P 6 than Ed W1.

In general, the ASVAB tests were not strong predictors of AE 'school performance.
Moderate correlations were obtaine or WK with W1, W2, and nonmath 2; MC with W1;f

AD with W2, and nonmath 2; Gen al Ssience (GS) with W., and nonmath 2; and *Ice
`Perception (SP).with W2 and nonmath F---

,

2. AV School. There were some significant but moderately loW relationships
between AV school measures and the mathematics tests, and between school measures and
ASVAB 'tests (Table 16).

3. CEG School. As shown in Table 17, the total mathematics test scores had
moderately high correlations with most of the tEG performance measures. The CEG
measures best predicted by matheinatics topics were power, sub. math, ,practical, and
nonmath. TheGeometrY/Trigonometry topic correlated highest with CEd performance.

0w
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The best ASVAB predictor of CEG performance was MC, which was highly correlated
with all of the performance measures. SI and GI were also good correlates of CEG'
performance, with coefficients ranging from moderate to high.

In the main, the five CEP performance measures were highly intercorrelated.

4. CEP School. CEP held six examinations, including a written final (Table 18).
The total mathematics test showed moderate to high correlations with all CEP per-
formance measures except pole, cubicle, and math. The CEP power, wire, and final
examinations measures were those best predicted by, the mathematics topics. Although
Estimation and Equations topics showed the' highest correlations with performance
measures,'Equations correlated negatively (-.38) to the CEP mathematics items in the
final exam. However, since item data were obtained for only 14 of the 29 students taking
the final exam, this negative correlation may not be representative of the entire group.

The intercorrelations of the CEP performance measures were moderate to high,
except that the mathematics section of the final 'exam (two items out of 100) correlated
negatively with all the other performance measures, and the practical exams on wire,
communications, and cubicle correlated either low or negatively with the final exam.

In general, ASVAB tests had low to moderate correlations with CEP performance.
The power and final exams were better predicted by etSVAB than were the, other
performance- measures. MC, SI, and MK showed moderate correlations with most
performance criteria. The highest correlation, .57, was between NO and the nonmath
items in the final exam.

5. DS School. The total mathematics score, as well as Estimation; Scientific
Notation, 'Units and ConverSions, Number Basest, and Boolean Algebra topics were highly
related to the DS performance measures (Table 19). Moderate correlations with CLEP
scores were obtained for the. lab total, written total, and final total performance
measures. ASVAB tests had generally low correlations with the DS performance
measures.

6. EM School. The EM school performance measures consisted of one practical and
one written final exam (Table 20). There.were six mathematics-related questions on the
60-item final exam. The total test correlated moderately with the written exam (.43) and
with the nonmath part of the, written exam (38). The mathematics topics had low
correlations with the EM practical exam and low to' moderate correlations with the
written exam. Units and Conversions, Scientific Notation, Equations, and Geometry and
Trigonometry topics correlated most highly with the EM written final exam and itg
nonmath portion.

r.
The EM performance measures had low intercorrelations. The written exam

correlated .95 with its large nonmath content.

The correlation of ASVAB tests with the practical exam tended to be low, except for
El and SP. Somewhat better ASVAB prediction was seen for the written exam, especially
'foeMC, El, and MK.

7. ET School (Table 21). The correlations of the mathematics total test and topics
with the sum lab measure were generally moderate to high, especially for Units and
Conversions, Decibels, and Scientific Notation. The correlations between the total test
and topics with the ET written exam, however, were very low.
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The correlation of the written and.laboratory measures was moderate in size. The
correlations of ASVAB tests to ET measures were very low for the written exam, except
for SP, and low to moderate for the laboratory mea,re. The best ASVAB predictors of
the lab grade were MC, MK, GI, and AI.

8. EW .school. The correlations of the seven EW performance measures with the
'total mathematics test scores ranged from moderate to very high (Table 22). Arithmetic
Operations, 'Fractions, Units and Conversions, Scientific Notation, Logarithms, and
Equations all accounted for moderately high to high correlations with EW measures. The
EW performance scores that showed the highest relation to mathematics test topics were
mathematics 11, final 11, and mathematics 12.

Nonniathematics questions comprised approximately, ,20 percent of each of the three
written final exams. Logarithms, Equations, Units and Conversions, and Math Total had
moderate correlations to the nonmathematics portion of final 11, but the mathematics
lest and topics tended to correlate poorly with nonmathematics 12 and 13.

9. FT School. The correlations of FT performance measures with mathematiCs
total test and topics ranged from low for practical exams to moderate for written exams,
and were highest for the "average total" FT performance score (Table 23). Total test,-
score, Units and Conversions, Scientific Notation, and Geometry and Trigonometry had

, the highest correlations with the FT performance scores. The combined FT midterm and
final exams (written 1 and 2) had 150 nonmathematics questions out of 160: The
correlations of total test and topics with the nonmathematics portion viere generally
moderate in size. Units and Conversions, Scientific Notation, and Geometry and
Trigonometry were the strongest predictors of the nonmathematics part of the written
exams. The co lations with the miniscule part of the, exams that had mathematics
content tend to be moderate in size, but lower than those for the nonmathematics
parts.

The intercorrelations of the FT measures ranged from low (practical tests with
written tests). to high (written 1 with averaged total). The correlations of the ASVAB
tests with the FT measures were generally very low.

10. GM School. The correlations of GM school performance measures with the total
mathematics and mathematics topics were low to moderate in size (Table 24). Total test
and Arithmetic Operations had the highest correlations with performance.' The GM
practical and written exams correlated moderately _highly with each other. The relation
betwen ASVAB tests and_Cla measures were low to moderate, with GI Proving to be the
best ASVAB predictor of the GM written exam. r
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Table 8

Total Test Re liabilities (KR-20) Across Schools

. .;

School # Items Entering
Sample

Graduating
Sample

Total Sample

AE 99 .93 .93 .93 k
AV . 78 .90 14 .93 .93 g
CEG, 101 -.96 . ,94 .95
CEP 101 .95 .97 .96
DS 83 .93 .92 .93
EM. 92 .97 .97 .97
ET 91 .94 .94 .95
EW , 94 .95 .93 . .94
FT 88 :94 .94 .94
GM 86 .91 .92 .91

3, 0
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Correlations of Graduate& Math Skills Total Scores
With.Math Topics and ASVAB Scores

Iterri AE AV CEG
4

CEP DS EM ET 7 EW FT GM

Math Topics I

.Arith. Ops. 35** .63** .95** .92**; 51** .78** .62** .60** .78** .71**

Estimation .73** .40** .42 .53** .33**
- r

.41.** ----4 --

Fractions .85** .63** .85** .67** .83** .41** .83** .68**

Units & Cony.
, 84** .66** .91** .60** ''.91 ** .73** .86** .86** .76**

Scl. Not. .67** .75** .81** .78** '.70** .80**

Decibels -- -- .35** .41** --

Logitrithms -- -- -- -- .72** -- --

Equations .76** .71** .53* .86** .91** .70** 70** .76** .88**

Geom./Trig. .51** .42 .61** .79** .46** .75** --

Phasors -- -- -- -- 37**. -
No. Bases :. .70** - .65** .58** - -
Boolean Alg. .70** -- 82** .37** .79**. - .56**

ASYAB Scor

WK .12 ..14 .14 .23 ..14 .464*. .23**
,-

.25 .08 .18*

AR .24** .34** .57* .47* .35* :62** .37** .49** .17* .49**.

MC ...
.03 .11 .33 .46* .06 .40** .27** .23 -.11 .08

AD .-09 .274 -.39 -.21 .04 .14 .284* -.02, -.07 -.05

. NO ..31** .29* .00 .30 .06 .404* .09 ' .16 -.01 .14

SI -.01 -.03 , .17 '.15 -.06 .19* .1-5* -.02 .05 -.01

4
E1 -.09 .01 .13 .,15. .13 .41** .16* -.05 .10 .23**

MK .36** 4l ** .54* .60** .43E* .66** .55** .65* .20* .554*

GS .08 .14 .40 .27' '.27 .43*4 .24'11 -.09 -.08 .19*

GI .. 4 .04 -.02 .22 .17 .13 .39** .224*, .25 .15 .13

a
: SP -.02 .14 .05 .16 .19 .36* .11 .26 -.20 .12

AI .01 -.14 .18 -.02 -.01 .20* .14* .01 '-.01 .05
.

,lip <.05.
A *p < .')i.

/If

3
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Table io.

Mean Seores and Mean Percent Correct by School on Total Tests
4._

School N Mean Scare . X % Correct
Ntimber
Items

;rota! Students

AE 323 -38.87 39 4 99AV 325 32.89 42 78CEG '58 36.00 9 k 36 101CEP 34 41.48 41 101
DS 147 33.22 40 83EM ' 381 37.09 40 92ET 352 46.38 51 i 91
EW 112 42.91 45 95FT 319 33.53 38 88GM 248 24.81 29 . 86

Entering Students

AE 158 39.19 40 99AV 157 25.16 32 78CEG 29 42.64 42 101CEP 14 40.21 40' 101DS 70 25.94 1 31 83EM 159 37.69 j 41 92ET 156 36.42 4 40 91
EW 56 38.62 41 95FT 165. 34.48 39 88GM 96 25.11 29' 86

Graduating Students-

AE 165 38.56 39
AV 167 39.18 50 78CEG 29' 31.35 31 101CEP 20' 42.76 42 10,1DS 7.7 39.83 48 83EM 222 36.67 40 92ET 1% 54.31 60 91EW 56 47.20 50 95FT 1'54 32.52 37 88GM 152 .24.62 29 86

21 32



Table 11

Mean Scores and Mean Percent Correlcrby School on Topic Areas Rated
by histr;ctors as Critical to Successful Course Performance

Topic
Number
Of

Total
Mean Mean %

CorrectItems. Score

atering Students
Mean Mean %

Correct

Graduating Students
Mean Mean 91,
Score Correct Score

AE School

Arithmetic Operations with Numbers
Units and Conversions

Total

22
35

99

12.37 56
11.08 32

39.19 40

12.44
11.08

38.56

57

32

39

12.40
11.08

38.87

56
32

39

AV School"

Arithmetic Operations with Numbers 9 6.08 68 6.05 67 6.07 - ,67
Units and Conversions 18 8.08 46 8.34 46 8.38 47
Scientific Notation 9 2.91 32 2.85 32 2.88 32
Equations 6 3.07 51 3.12 52 3.10 52
Number Bases 12 .69 6 . 8.10 68 4.52 38
Boolean Algebra 18 1.80 10 8.20 46 5.11 28

Total 78 25.16 32 39.18 50 32.41 42

CEG School

Arithmetic Operations with Numbers 26 15.21 59 13.40 52 14.15 54

Total 101 42.64 42 31.35 31 36.00 36

CEP School

Arithmetic Operations with Numbers ' 26 13.14 51 15.14 59 14.14 54
Equations 16 '5.62 35 5.21 33 5.41 34

Total 101 r 40.21 40 42,76 42 41.48 -41

DS School

Arithmetic Operations with Numbers 7 4.71 67 4.95 71 4.84 69
Units and Conversions 14 6.34 45 4.48 32 5.37 38
4Icientific Notation 11 5.27 48 3.84 35 4.52 41
Number Bases 16 5.17 32 11.49 72 8.48 '53
Boolean Algebra 32 3.23 10 , 13.73 43 8.73 27

,

Total 83 25.94 31 39.83 48 t 33.22 40

' EM School

Arithmetic Operations with Numbers 15 8.58 57 8.68 58 8.64 58
Units and Conversions 24 8.59 36 8.15 34 8.33 35
Scientific Notation 8 3.51 44 3.02 38 3.23 40
Equations 15 6.75 45 6.55 44 6.64 44
Geometry and Trigonometry 10 2.33 23 2.30 23 2.32 23
Boolean Algebra 6 .00 0 .16 0 .09 /2

Total 92 37.69 41 36.67 19 37.09 40

ET School

Arithmetic Operations with Numbers 10 6.81 68 7.58 76 7.24 72
Units and Conversions 21 . 9.92 41 11.27 54 10.67 51
Scientific Notations 12 4.58 38 5.69 47 5.20
Equator*. 9 5.84 65 6.63 74 6.28 70

Total 91 36.42 40 54.31 60 46.38 51

EW School

Arithmetic Operation with Numbers 10 6.68 67 6.95 70 6.81 68
Units and Conversions 30 12.57 42 13.48 45 13.03 43
Scientific Notations I 5 4.45 30 6.30 42 5.38 36
Decibels 4 .23 6 1.75 44 .99 25Logarithms y 10 1.12 II . 2.66 27 1.89 19

--. Equations ,.
e -'14 6.57 47 8.00 57 7.29 52

Total 95 38.62 41 47.20 50 42.91 45

FT Schoyl

Arithmetic Operations with Numbers 16 9.89 62 9.16 57 9.53 60
Units and Conversions. 25 12.00 48 11.14 45 1 11.58 46
Scientific Notation 13 , 4.75 37 4.59 35 4.67 36
Geometry andTrigonometry 10 3.18 32' 3.42 34 3.30 33
Mason IS .50 3 .38 3 .44 3

'Total 88 34.48 , 39 32.52 37 33.53 38

GM School

Arithmetic Operations with Numbers 15 3.07 ° 54 4, 8.71 IP 58 8.46 56
Equations 20 5.57 28 4t." 4.81 24 5.10 26Boolean Algebra 24 1.34 '6 2.71 II 2.18 9

Total 86 25.11 29 24.62 29 24.81 29

22
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, Table 1.2 *-

Significance of Difference (F-Ratios) in Test Scores When Entering and
Graduating Groups are Equated on Mathematics Abilities ..,

.

Topic
Schopl

AE AV C` .CEG CEP DS EM ET EW FT GM

O

6
Arithmetic Ops. .02 .06 .49 .44 .17 4.43* 2.24 .97 2.70 3.20
Estimation .86 .61 , . 3.22 .00 ,..( .10 .61
Fractions .47 7.28**a 3.20 2.59 -- - .81 3.60 3.49 .49
Units 4c Cony. .00 .00 12.50 **3 2.05 16.84**b .38 2.49 2.00 3.17 13.76** b

Sci. Notation .03 10.48* *b .06 1.62 4.41 *a
", .00'. --

Decibels , . 130.38* * 88.96**a 4._

Logarithms I.- -- 18.57**a -- :7-
:..7
La

Equations ,44 .97 .23 4.67 *b .70 2.33 .83, 3.94*a 1.66 2.48 - ,
Geom./Trig: .02 1.39 - .01 1.03 .25 2.50 IPhasors -- - -- -- -- .44
Number Bases 1.06**a -- 63.46*ia --/ 346.64**a -
Boolean Algebra 355.52**a 94.72**a 8.89 **a 197.38**a 11.95**a

. °Total Test , .24 143.38**a .09 23.73**a 2.10 102.23**a 1'0.12**a 1.27 .15..24*b
, .

142
A

Entering N: 148 7 18 62 127 143 55 148 81
Graduating N: 157 163 20 29 63 . 192 186 55 145 139

*p < .05.
**p. < .01.
a

Entry level group scored higher.
bGr dusting group scored higher.

34 pi
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Table 13 -
Mathematics Test Scores of Entering and Graduating Students

Topic
No. of
Items P

Skill I.D. Numbers' by

Acquisition Levela Entering (E) Graduating (G)
Students Studenis

R T M SD M SD

AE School (E 158, G = 165)

Arithmetic Ops. 22 1, 2, 4
Estimation 4 5

Fractions 12 7 , - 6

Units & Cony. 35 11,12,13,16 017
Scientific N-01. -- --
Decibels
Logarithms --
Equations . a

18 27, 28
Geometry/Trig. 8 --
Pliasors
Number Bases
Boolean Algebra --

Total Test ) 99-

29
46

....

12.4 4.9 12.4 4.5 .13
1.4 1.1 1.4 .9 .66
5.9 3.5,, 5.6 3.4 .74

11.1 5.6 11.1 5.6 .01

6.1 4,4 .5. £1 4.4 .67
2.3 1.4 2'.3, 1.4

39.2 15.4 38.6 15.3 .37

AV School (E L..157, G = 168) . *deo .

_274_
1, 2, 4

. 6.0 2.1 6.0 2.4 .04
,-,. 5 1.3 .9 1.2 .9 .75

10 '' .9' 1.2 1.3 1.3 /2.41
11,12,13,14,17 , 16 8.3 3.1 8.3 3.6* .01

18,-19, 20 2.9 2.5 2.9 2.6 .24
... -- : -- -- -- -- --

-- -- -:-- ...-- , ---
27, 28 3.r .1.8 3.1 2.0 .35- A -- -. -- -- --

-- Sr1- . -- -- -- . --
--

.--
59, 60, 61, 62 .7 2.1 8.1 2.9 25.69**
63, 64, 65, 66, 1.8 2.6 8.2 3.6 18.21**

Arithmetic Ops 9

Estimation 3'
Fractions 3

Units 4CConv. 18

Scientific Not. 9

Decibels
Logarithms -
Equations 6

Geometry/Trig. --
Phasors --
Number Bases 12

Boolean Algebra 18

Total Test

67

78 25.1 10.2 39.2 13:4 10.55*

CEG School (Er. 14, G t 20)

Arithmetic Ops
Estimatidn
Fractions
Units & Cony.
Scientific Not.
Decibels
Logarithms
Equations
Geometry/Trig.
Phasors
Number Bases

can Algebra

26 1, 2, 4
4

.15 6, 7, 9
33 11,12,13,16,17 11, 12

--
16 27, 28

7 45

Test 101

IF

15.2 6.4- 13.4 6.5 .81
1.6 1.4 1.2 .8 1.19
8.5 5.0 6.7 4.5 1.10

11.6 5.4 6.8 4.6 .2.751

-- 5.4 3.8 2.6 3.1 - II. 32.*
.4 1.3 .6 Ha .59

42.6 19.0 31.4 15.3 1.91

CU' School (E = 29, G 29) .
Arithmetic Ops.
Estimation
Fractions
Units do Cony.
Scientific Not.
Decibels
Logarithms
Equations 16

Geometry/Trig. 7

Phasors --
Number leases
Boolean Algebra

Total Test 101

4 5

--
33 H, 12, 13

L 2; 4

6;7,9
17

-
27, 28

13.1 6.8 15.1 5.4 1.24
1.1 .8 H3 1.0 1.13
8.1 3.8 9.8 3.7 1:72

10.8 5.6 9.4 8.1 .73

5.6 4.5 52 5.1 . .33
45 1.4 '2.0 1.8 2.3 .59

a
P Prerequisite-Must possess skill on entrance to course.
R Reviewed- -Some level of skill is assumed, but skill is . reviewed in course.

Taught-No' previous knowledge assumed, taught explicitly as skill for the course.

p <.05.p .0,1,
24

ti

"
40.2 18.9 42.8 21.2 .48
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Topic Items

Table 13 (Continued)

Skill I.D. Numbers by

Acquisition Levela

R T M . SD M SD - t

Entering Gradtating
Not of (E).. (G)

DS School (E = 70, G = 77)

Arithmetic Ops 7 1, 3 4.7 1.5 4.9 1.4 .96
Estimation
Fractions
Units & Cony.

3

14 II,

5

12, 13`,, 15

1.2

t.3

.9

2.7

1.3-
4.4

.8

2.8

.84
--

4.03**
Scientific Not. 18, 19, 20 5.3 -3.3 3.8 3.8 2.42*
Decibels
Logarithms
Equations
Geometry/Trig.
Phasors
Number Bases 16 59, 60, 61, 62 5.2 4.6 11.5 3.4 109.62** .
Boolean Algebra 3/ 63, 64, 65, 66 3.2 4.6 13.7 6.5 11.27**

67, 68, 69, 70
Total Test 83 25.9 12.1 39.8 13.0 6.69**,

EM School (E = 159, G = 222),

Arithmetic Ops. 15 1 2, 4 8.6 3.6 '8.7 3.7 .25 i%
Estimation 6, 7

Fractions 14 9, 10 7.9 4.1 7.8 4.1 .27
UrutS & Cony. 24 11, 16 12,13,14 8.6 6.0 8.1 6.2 .70
scientific Not. 8 18, 19 3.5 '3.0 3.0 2.9 1.59
Decibels

Logarithms - __

Equations 15 - 27, 28, 29 - 6.8 4.7 6.6 54 .40
Geometry/Trig. 10, 46 45 2.3 2.8 2.3 2.8 .11
Phasors' *-- 9 -- --
Number Bases -- -- -- - I-- _
Boolehn Algebra 6 64 .0 .0 .2 .8 2.62**

,I1MM Total Test 92 .
t

37.7 20.3 36.7 21.3
1

.47

ET School (E = 156, G = 196)

Arithmetic Ops. 10 ' - e 1, 2, 4 - 6.8' 2.6 74 2.1 3.1d**
Estimation 5 . 1.4 .8 1.4 .9 .16
Fractions
Units & Cony.

3

21

- -- '''' 6 -- ,\.
11, 12, 13 15,1617

2.4
9.9

-.8
3.7

2.4
I1.3

.8
3/6

:88
3.424*

Scientific Not. 12 - - 18, 19, 20', 21 4.6 e3.4 5.7 3.5 2.971*
Decibels 3 22 .2 .1 12.8940
Logarithms

..."
_ - - -- -.

Equations ,
Geometry/Trig.
Phasors

9,
3

27, 28, 29
46 _\_\_,.___

.

.\

5.8
1.8

2.5
1.0

6.6
' 1.9

2.4
.9

3,04**
.94

Number Bases 9 59, 60, 61 1.2 2.5 7.0. 2.3 20.14**
Boolean Algebra

..
18

.

N 63, 64, 65, 67;
' 6 9 , 70

2.3 3.0 9%5 5.0 15.72**

Total Test 91 36.4 14.0 54.3 15..4 11.29*4

EW School (E . 56, G = 56)

Arithmetic Ops. 10 114 - 6.7 2.2 6.9 2.1 .66
Estimation

4.
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- , --

Fractions 12 6, 7, 9, 10 7.0 3.5 8.1 3.5 1.60
Units & Cony. 30 11, 12, 13, 14, 12.6 5.7 13.5 4.-8 .91

16, 17
Scientific Not. 15 ,f( 18, 19, 20, 21 -- 4.4 3.6 6.3 3.7". 2.68
Decibels - " 4 -- 22 .2 .4. 1.8 1.0 10.66**
Logarithms 10 _.: 23, 25 1.1 1.8 2.7 2.1 4.21**
Equations 14 27, 28, 29 -- 6.6 4.4 8.0 3.5 1.90
Geometry/Tug. -- -- - - --
Phasors
Number Bases
Boolean Algebra _.
Total Test v 1/5 -- 38.6 16.3 47.2 15.3 2.87*

-216AP Prerequisite-Must possess skill on entrance,to course.
R Reviewed--Some level of skill is assumed, butskill is reviewed in course.
T Taught--No previous knowledge assumed,taught explicitly as skill for the course.

p < .05.
.04p .01. Q
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No. of
Topic Items

--Table'13 (Continued)

Skill I.D. Numbers by

Acquisition Levela Entering Graduating
(E) (G)

P R T M SD M SD t

FT School (E = 165, G = 154)

AnthmeticOps. 16 I, 2, 4 9.9 3.6 9.2 3.8 b- 1.77

Estimation
Fractions -- -- , -
Units & Cony. 25 H, 12, 13 16, 17 12.0 4.6 11.1 4.8 1.64
Scientific No't. 13 20 18, 19 4.7 4.2 4.6 4.1 .33
Decibels , -- -- _...

, Logarithms
Equations
Geometry /Trig.

-
'10

_
46,47 -- '

--
3.2

--
2.3

--
3.4

--
2.2

--
.95

"
Phasors
Number Bases
Boo Algebra

.15 ., 54, 55- 52
--

.5
--

1.5
--

.4
--

1.0
--

.80
--

Total Test , 88 34.5 14.5 32.5 14.b 1.20

GM School (E = 96, G = 1521

Arithmetic Ops! 15 1 2, 4 8.1 '3.4, 8.7 3.11.52
Estimation -- - -- )--
Fractions 9 -- 6, 7, 9 4.4 2.6 4.1 2.6 .86
Units & Cony. 18 . 12 11, 13, 14 17 5.7 2.8 4.3 3.1 3.67**
Scientific Not. ,% -- -- -- .47 - - -

z Decibels '->
. -- - - -)'

Logarithms - -- -- - - --
Equations 20 27 - 28, 29 5.6 4.4 4.8 4.3 1.34
Geometry/Trig. -- II -- - -- - - -
fhasors -- -.- --
Number Bases ,. - . -- -- -- -- -
Boolean_Algebra 24 63, 64, 65, 67 I 3 1.8 2.7 2.9 4.12**
I4 Test 86 -1 - - 25tI 11.1 24.6 11.8 .33

ap Prere isite--Must possess skill on entrance to course.
Review --Some level of skill is assumed, but skill is reviewed in course.

T Taught-- evious knowledge assumed, taught explicitly as skill for the course.

*p <
**p <.01.

*

/
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Table 14

ASVAB Scores of Entering apd Graduating Students

ASVAB Test
-Entering (E)
M SD

Graduating (G)
a° .M SD ,

AE School (E = 142,G = 157)

Word Knowledge
Arithmetic Reasoning
Mechanical Cdmprehension
Attention to Detail
Numerical Operations
Shop Information
Electronics Information
Mathematics Knowledge
General Science
General Information
Space Perceptiog,.....---
Automotive Information

56.8
55.4
53.3
52.4
53.4
55.0
56.6
56.9
56.0
54.9
54-;9
54.0

7i,3
7.2
7.7

11.6
7.0
9.4
8.0
7.1
8.2

10.2
9.4
8.9

.
55.4
55.2
54.2
4.3
5J.2
55.0
57.5
57.3
56.5
54.7

\NI5 .1

.
6.7
6.2
7.8

10.1
7.3".

. 7.6
7.0

_'6.2
7.0
8.4
8.4
8.4.

1.80
.34

1.01
.05
.18
.04
.99
.48
.47
.18
.25
.10

AV School (E = 148, G = 163)

Word Knowledge 59.3 5.7. 58.7 5.'9 .86Arithmetic Reasoning 58.6 5.2 , 58.4 5.7 .30Mechanical Comprehension 57.7 7.0 57.7' 5.9 .09Attention to Detail 50.9 8.7 , 524 9.8 1.19Numerical Operations 53.4 7.2 54.2 7.3 1.05Shop Information 57.1 7.5 56.3 7.1 .94Electronics Information 60.3 6.2 60.0 5.5 .44Mathematics Knowledge Ns* 60.2 4.8 60.2 7.2 .04General Science 60.5 5.6 40.5 , 6.5 .10General InformatiOn, 57.2 6.8 55.6 7.8 1.90SpacePerception 58.5 6.6 ,57.4 8.0 1.32AutomatiVe Information .57.0 7.7 55.4 7.5 1.82

CEG School (E 7, G = 20)

.
'.10

Word Knowledge
Arithmetic Reasoning

53.7
51.7

5.2
7.9 .. ..

54.0
.%.2

8.2
5.2 1.34Mechanical Comprehension 54.3 8.0 53.8 7.7 .13Attention to Detail 54.3 8.6 52.4 5.9' .49Numerical Operations .52.0 3.7 53.0 8.0 .44Shop Information 54.3 7.3 53.0 8.0 .39Electronics Information 53.6 7.3 55.2 6.5 .56Mathematics Knowledge 56.9 3.3 56.4 4.1 .30General Science 54.0 5.7 54.8 6.4 .12General Information 50.0 7.0 54.2 9.0' 1.11Space Perception 55.3 11.3 53.2 6.3 .62Automotive Information 51.1 6.0 52.0 9.2 .22

CEP School = 18, G = 29)

Word KNowledge i 55.4 4.2 54.9 '6.8 .28Arithmetic Reasoning / 53.1 4.7 55.1 6.0 1.21Mechanical Comprehension 52.3 6:0 52.3 8.5 .00Attention to Detail 53.2 7.8 53.5' 8.6 .14Numerical Operations 52.6 6.2 53.9 6.4. .66Shop Information 55.5 8.2 55.1 7.3 .17Electronics Information 55.2 %.0 57.9 ;,. 8.5 -1 :06Mathematics Knowledge 56.2 5.3 57:2 .L,. 0 lki
.. .66General Science .. 57.5 4.6 55.6 6.3 1.09General Information 50.6 . 4.9 , 53.0 8.1' 1.1,Space Perception

Automotive Information
56.4 a
49.9

7.9
9.8

54.3
52.8

7.8
8.6

.92
. 1.04

.,

Note. ASVAB scores were not available for all students participating in this-effivt.
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Table (Continued)

0

ASVAB Test
Entering (E) Graduating (G)
M SD

DS School (E =62,G = 63)

Urci Knowledge-k althmetic Reasoning
Mechanical Comprehension
Attention to Detail
Numerical Operations
Shop Information
Electronics Information
Mathegiatics Knowledge.
General Science
General Information
Space Perception
Automotive Information

'60.0 5.5
59.4 5.0
57.1 7.7
52.5 9.0

..) 54.5 6.3
57.7 6.5
61.6 6.#
59.6 4.2
60.6 5.6

'57,3 6.5
55.2 6.9
57.1' '8.0

EM School (E = 127, G 3 192)

Word Knowledge 56.7
Arithmetic Reasoning 58.4
Mechanical Comprehension 55.4
Attention toDetall 52.5
Numerical Okrations 54.8
Shop Information 55.5
Electronics Information 57.8

-.---- Mathematics Knowledge 60.5
1 General Science 57.9

General Information 54.9
Space Perception 56.2
Automotive Information 5.4.7

7.7
6.1
8.0
8.5
7.4
7.7
8.0
5.6
7.3
7.6
8.4
7.5

ET School (E =3143, G = 186)

Word Knowledge 70.8
Arithmetic Reasoning
Mechanical Comprehension 5 .6
Attention to Deil .

Numerical Operations 56.1
Shop Information 57.6
Electronics Information --- 55.6
Mathematics Knowledge 60.6
General Science 61.8
General Information 61.0
Space Perception 57.6
Automotive Information 58.2

2.4
6.2
6.5
7.8 .

9.2
6.0
7.2
5.8
5.4
6.7
7.1
7.4

EW School (E = 55, G = 55)

Word Knowledge 58.3 , 6.1
Arithmetic Reasoning 56.0 6.0
Mechanical Comprehension 53.5 8.4
Attention ter-Detail 56.1 7.2
NumeriCal Operations 57.4 6.5
Shop Information 57,4,4 6.4
Electronics Infbrmation 60161 5.7
Mathematics Knowledge 60.4 - 4.8
General Science , 60.0 6.0
.General Information 60.0 6:2
Space Perceptien 57.0 8.1 .i.

otive InfOrmation 56.3 '.7.7
-

M SD t

59.3
61.0
56.9
52.4
55.7
56.7
61.4
61.2

5.8
5.7
6.0
7.2
6.7
.6.7
j.. 7
4.3

.72
1.68 \

.18 --.'

.06
1.05
.83 .
,12

2:17----,
60.5 5.6 .06
56.3 6.4 .91
56.1 8.5 .64
57.6 7.6 .35

A

54.8 7.9 2.08*
56.6 6.9 2.36*
54.5 7.3 0.95
52.6 8.4 .07
54.4 7.0 .56
54.1 8.3 1.48
56.3 7.7 1.67
59.6 5.1 1.44
56.6 7.7 1.44
53.8, 8:2 ,- 1.13
55.7 7.7 .63

, 52..1 8.2 2.85**

60.0 5:;4 22.83 **
62.0 5.3 1.43
58.3 7.2 1.69
53.3 9.4 2.81**
55.8 6.8 .34
56.1 6.7 - 2.10*
61.2 5.6 7.91**
62.9 4.4 4.10**
61.7 6.4 .24
57.0 6.8 5.36** ,

57.8 8,0 :34,
56.3 6.7 2.49*

59.5 5.3 1.09
59.3 5.0 3.21**
57.6 7.0 2.77**
52.5 8,5 2.45*
54.4 6.4 2.44*
55.8 6.7 1.31
61-.0 5.6 .95
60.0 -4:4--- .67
60.7 5.3 .59
59.0 6.6 .80
56.9 6.2 .04
55.5 5.9 .60

Note. ASVAB scores were not available for all students participating in this effort.

*p < .05.
T.01.,
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Table 14 (Continued)

ASVAB Test
Entering (E)

M SD
Graduating (G)
M SD t

FT School (E = 14g, G = 145)

Word Knowledge
Arithmetic Reasoning
Mechanical Comprehension
Attention to Detail
Numerical Operations

64.0 22.2
65.2 . 21.5

*,"I 59.5 24.3
59.9. 22.5
57.6 24.2

61.6
64.9
62.4
59.4
58.7

22.5
20.5
23.4
22.7
24.6

.83

.10

.81

.18

.37

,---.......% Shop Information
Electronics Information

60.9 23.3
56.9 22.0

60.5
58.9

22.5
22.7

.13

.69
Matheinatics Knovfiedge 64.7 22.6 62.2 ' 22.1 .85
General Science' , 54.1 24.6 57.0 ' 23.1 .95
General Inforniation 62.0 .22.2 63.7 23.1 .55
Space Perception 54.0 20.4 57.0 17.9 1.13

-3' Automotive Information 52.0 22.8 53.0 23.7 .32-

GM School (E= 81, G= 139)

Word Knowledge 56.1 5.6 55:1 7.0 1.06
Arithmetic Reasoning 54.9 6.1 54.3 5.9 .72
Mechanical Comprehensio 54.8 6.7 54.0 7.3 .82
Attention to Detail 50.5 8.6 50.8 8.4 .26
Numerical Operations 51.0 5.8 50.7 6.6 .38
Shop Information 55.8 7.4 54.7 6.7 1.10
Electronics Information 57.1 6.3 57.4 5.1 .44
Mathematics Knowledge 55.11 6.6 55.5 5.7 .05
General Science 57.5 7.3 56.7 7.2 .81
General Information 56.1 7.3 54.6 6.8 1.46
Space Perception 55.9 6.9 54.4 8.7 1.32
Automotive Information 55.6 7.1 53.8 7.6 1.70

Note. ASVAB scores were not available for all students participating in this effort.
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Table 15
Intercorrelations of AE-School Performance Data

With Math Tests andtASVAB Tests

Math Tests
RS

a

rs.1

.3(V

a

m V' LA

(1.4

t.0

M

a

(s1
1".

-C
0
a

iJ

C
0

Total Test .06 .6* .06 .25** .06 .16* .17* .41** .38** .19 .37*

Arithmetic Ops. .11, .14 .11 .27** .04 .06 '.11 .34 .23 .1.3 .23

Estime44on .09 .05 ..00 .17 .04 .01 .10 -.01 -.02 -.12 -.02

Fractions .00 .02 .03 .24 -.02 .17 .13 .20 .28 .20 .28

Units & Cony. .09 .09 .00 .19' .08. .20* .20*, .48** .32 .15 .31*

Sci. Notation

Decibels

Logarithms

Equations\ .01 .23** .06 :10 .06 .07 .08 .23 .39** .19 .39**

Geom./Trig. -.01 .14 .03 .14 .02 .08 .12 .19 .18 -.01 . .18

Phasors

NOmber Bases

Boolean Al'g'.°

"A" School

Practicals .13 .16 .09 -.03 -%06 .03 .01 .17 -.13 .17

Practical2 ..
.20 .03 .07 .10 .16 .11 .12 .21 .11

Practicals -.09 -.12, -.01 .02 .15 .04 -.14 .04

Practical, .18 .13 .05 .11 .03 .24 .03

Practicals .19 -.00 .17 .02 .22 .01

Practicals .24 _ .11 .43 ** .18 .42**

:PractiCal7 '.08 .08 .26 .08

Written]

4
Written2 .14 .99**

Math .11

OP

1. Pract. 1--Wbrking with 4 troubleshooting training device, the AE reads measurement'
Notes.

to determine state of system, troubleshoots from symptom information, and performs

repairs at the component level.
2. -Pract. 2--.AE troubleshoots basic circuits xiinq a VTVM and learns to use an

oscilloscope for basic electronic measurements. .

3. Pract.*3--AE performs simple maint. and troubleshooting functions on a representative

airci5TI-ge-Ctrical power supply and distribution system.

4. Pract. 4--AE performs simple checks and maint. procedurds and performs'troubleshooting

on representative aircraft engigsrinstrumest training device.

5. Pract..5 --AE performs simple checks and maint. procedures anaperforms troUbleshootilg

on aTEEETE5g device for a representative aircraft equipment instrument system.

6. Pract. 6 -AE perfotms checks, maintains, troubleshoots, and specifies necessary repair
procedures for a rep. aircraft's exterior lighting system, fire warning systeM, angle of

attack system, and manual flight control/trim( system. 4

7. Pract. 7-- AE performs scheduled maint. checks on a rep. aircraft using "Look" and

"FixwFaTE: procedures.
8. Written 1 and Written 2 -First and second 50 it of final exam (Exams 3161 and 3162)

(Some students did not receive scores for both parts due to faulty scoring procedures)

9. Math.--Math-related items from Exam 3162. No math - related items in Exam 3161.

10. Nonmath 1 anti Nonmath-2--NOn-matirrelated its from Exams 3161 (all) and 3162.

*p. c .05. .

**Po 7 .614
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Table 15 (Continued)

k;;,,

.1.

. H
5H CV qt. cr WI 1/40 N

4 4 .4 4 4 4.;
.0
.0 ,o o 0 o o o o ..-1

RI 113 RS RS ' as RS RI
0 . 0 0

c,4 , -0. , /... - 0.
ASVAB Tests

. . -

Word Knowledge .02 -.02 .02 -.11 .05 -.02 -.03' ,.24

Arith.-Reason. .02 .08 .07 .0 -.22 .04 .06 . .01

Mech. Camp. .16* .06 *.04 :06 .03 '' .01 :09 .24

Att'n. to Detail .13 .01 .17* .03 -.14 -.00 '-.07 .10

/ Numerical Ops. .05 .07 .10 .08 -.46 .11 -.01 -.07

Shop Info. '.11-: .04 .02 -.-'03- -.05 -.02 .06 .16
.

,Jlect. Info. .09 -.07 .05 .02 -.01 -.03 .03 .14

, 'Math Knowledge .04:, .22** .17 .14 -.04 .08 .08 .10

Genii.. Science ,-.09. .05 -.01 -.11 -.01 -.02 .02 .17'
_

. Gen'l. Info. -.13 ,-.01 .01 -.02 -.04 .04 7.06 .42

SpaCe Percep. .07 ;4..08 .16' ..00 01 .09 -.08 .15

Auto. Info. .t5
. .

.07 .13 -.03 -.13. .02 .02 .15.,

Notes.
--------1. Pract. 1--Workinoiwith a-troubleshooting training device, the AE r s measurements

to d'a-er-r-71u.ne state of system, troubleshoott from sym6tom information, and performs
repairs at the component revel.

, 2. Pract. 2--AE troubleshoots basia circuits using a V11.0 and learns to use an
oscilloscope for basic,electro* measurements.
3.. Pract. 3--AE performs simple maint. and troubleshooting functions on a representative
aircraft electrical pouer supply and distribution system.
4. Pract. 4--AE performs simple checks and maint. procedures and performs troubleshooting
on representative aircraft engine instrument training device.
5. React. 5--AE performs simple chedks'and maint. procedures and performs troubleshooting,

oilLaTiarigg device for a representative aircraft equipment instrument system.
6. Pract. 6-4AE performs checks, maintains, troubleshoots, and specifiespecessary repair
procedures for a rep, aircraft's exterior lighting system, fire warning system, angle of
attack system, and manual flight control trim system.
7^. Pr ct. 7-- AE'performs 'scheduled maint. Checks on a qp. aircraft using " "Look and
"Fix maint. procedures.
-8 Written 1 and Written 2--First and second 50'items of final-exam (Exams 3161 and 3102)
Some students did not receive scores for both parts due to.faulty sooring procedures)

9. Math.--Math-related iteMs.from Exam 3162. NO math-relited items in Exam 3161.
10. Nonmath 1 arid Nonnoth 2--NOri-mathrelated items from Exams 3161 (all) and 3162.
4T. e .05.
**p.

6

CV (N

Z..$
.....t1 5

2

.23 .02 .23

-.03 -.00 -.03

.09 .11 .09

.22 .02 .22

.32* .16 .32*

.09 -.04 ..09

.16 -.12 .17

.29* .17 .29*

.36* .02'-' .36*

.06 .02 .06

.30*--.09, '.31*

.09 -.07 .09

31 43



Table 16

Intercorrelations of AV School Performance Data
wfth Math Tests and.ASVAB Tests:

Math Tests

0
CDx

0
Cr)

0
.CD

re;

.1-
4-)

ea

a.

Total Test .21* .26** .13

Arithmetic Ops: .11 , .11' .15

EstimatiOn .19* :14 .00

Fractions .11 25** .01

Units & Conv. .24* :24* .11

Sci. Notation .02 11

Decibels

Logarithms

Equations .04 .15 .05

Geometry/Trig.

Phasors

Number Bases .08 .11 .01

Boolean Algebra ,28** .29** .18*

"A" School.

MOD 555 .53** .20*

MOD-900- .30**-

Practical

Notes.

IT-Rbp 555 is the midcourse written
2. PEER-Mil score consists of the total

. F exams.

*p. 4-05: ;

**p. .01.

Ul CD CD
In o
In cr, 4-)

re;

u-
m cm co

ASVAB-Tests x a.s-

Word Knowledge .21* .18* 03

Arith Reasoning 7.04. -.02 -.01

Mech. Comp. .22* .35** .28**

Att'n. to Detail -.14 .04 .03

Numerical Op'. .01 .15 .11

Shop Ihfomation .21*, .22* .18*

Elect Information .29** .28** .30**

Math. Knowledge .04 .20' .24*

General Science .23* .19* .11

GenerallInfo. .15 .14 .21*

Space Perceptiqn ,15 .13 .18*

Automotive Info. .30** V.18* .14

32

.10

tion and NOD 900, a comp final exam.
r. of errors accross all AV school

4 4
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Table 17

Intercorrelations of CEG School Performance Data
with Math Tests and ASVAB Data

, .

.0 r
4-) ns
co t)

.1-
..t.. 4-)w , w . (...)

Aath Tests 0- v.) ta-
o ,- =

Total Test .64* .24 .49*

Arithmetic Ops. .51* .18 .41

Estimation .49* .51* .51*

Fractions .46* .05 .46 *

Units & Cony., .27 , .37 .27:

Sci. Notation

Decibels

Logayithms

Equations .25 -.15 .24

Geom. /Trig. .58* .66**.36

Phasors

Number Bases

Boolean- Alm

:A" School

.39

.31

.30.

/ -c
4i-1.55-

s
= ,

,

..

ASVAB Tests

.0
4-)
as

S..
a) a)

s- ,o =a. ; ci)

r.- .
Its
(..)

.1-
4-)u
,,,

s.. '
a.

:40. Word knowledge .29 .38 .17 .22

.35. Arfitti. Reason. .36 .38 .42 .22

.50* Mech. Comp. \ .60**.76**.56* .51*

'.0a .25 Att'n. to Detail -.18 -.18 -.17 -.53

.60**.33 Numerical _Ops. .03

Shop Info. .37

El/ct. Info. .37

Math Knowledge .15

.02 .04 Gen'l. Science .33

.65**.68**Gen'l. Info. .41

Space Percep. -.00

Auto. Info. .19

Power- --74**.-82-**. 43- ; 92-**

Wire .55* .59**.94**

.Sub. Math .28 .65**

Practi .56*

.Non-Math

.=.25 .17 -.05 -.15

.60**.37 .40 .50*

.65**.27 .33 .5

.01 y.15 .29, .08

.46 *,.34 .5 .40

.50* .56 .62**.44

.03 .14 -.03 .04

,.38 .18 .37 .30

Notes.

1. Power is final written exam. dealing with power generation and distiibution.
2. NETIIT a final written exam dealing with interior wiring.
3. Nigath is the score on math lbws frankmer and wire exams.
4. iRl requires a two-man team to put up power poles and install wiring thex
5. TONEWIER-is the score on nonmath-related items from the power and wire exams.

**p.44..01.

33 45
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Table 18 /

Intercorrelations of CEP School Performance Data
. with Math Tests and ASVAB Tests

Math Tests

L
w
x0
a.

Total Test ., .45*

Arithmetic Ops. :44*

EStimation , .39*

-Fractions .12

Units & Cony. .39*

Sci. Notation

Decibels

Logarit s

Equatio s .43*

Geom./Trig.
)

.35

Phasors

Number Bases

,Boolean Alg.

"A" School
.

Power (Pract.) ,. .50** .A5*

Wire (Pract.) .68**

Communications (Pract.)
,

Pole Climbing (Pract.)

Cubicle iforict.)

Final (Written)

Z.' g
";* (-)

.50** .27

.43* .24

.48* .45

.33 .15

.45* .22

1

.43* .30

.25 .09

C)

.-(;

a.

w
7)
..-

m
c..)

.0
.4,

7,
.., c

Lz 2
..m

4->
M

/ x
.07 .00 .57**1,\3/ .16

.09 -.06 .64"..38. .23

.44 .09 .35 .35- .18

-.08 -.06 .37* -.08 .36
, 41.

.02 .00 .44* .29 .28

.13 .08 .49 .44 -.38

-.01 -.02 .35 .28 -.13

Non -Math

Math
._
ASVAB Test

Word Know ge .27 -.08

Arith. Reason. .36 .27

Mech. Comp. .44* .30

Att'n. to Detail .15 :25

Numerical Ops. .15 .32

Shop Info. .31 .29

Elect. Info. .09 .10

Math Knowledge 7..4D* .35

Genl. Science .20 .06

Gen'l. Info. .39* .10

Spce Percep. .05 107,

Auto. Info. .26 ,03

Notes.

.04

.17

.27

20

.33

.35

.25

.38*

.13

.10

.17

-.06

.56**'.26 .67**

.29 .64 ** .14

.65** .54** .17

.17 .38*
.a

.99**-.31

.76**-.16

.77 ** .16

.83**-.32

-.17 '.81**.28

.99**,.27

-.37

.16 -.25 .46* .22- .45

.'20 -.08 .49 **.07 .32

.30 .11 .4.3*. .31 ,w.07.

.11 .21 -.38 .13 -.01

.12 .26 '.96 .57* -.26

.25 .31 .23 .35 .27

.27 .21 .07 f.0 .14

.19 .13 .35 .23 .14

.26
1

-.18 .34 .25 .43

.30 .06 .27 .9 .43

.10 ' .07 -.01 .dt- -.40

:06 .26 .13 .06 .32

1. Power, Wire, Comm., Pole, and Cubicle are practical examinations dealing
with power generation wiring, tactical field telephone
and switchboard, pole'climbing, and cubicles, respectively.
2. Final is a comprehensiVe final exam. containing items on power, wire, and comm.
3. Math is the score on lath- related its on the final exam.
4. Nonmath is the scoreon non-math-related items on the final exam.
*p. 7776577

.-- .
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Table 19

Intercorrelations of DS School Performance Data
With Math Tests and ASVAB Tests

Math Tests

m >,
W

r.c;
0 6

.r-

0

0
CL
EO

0

(15

-J

423'0

=
nc

Total Test .36* .49** .44** .25 .29* .40** .53**

Arithmetic Ops. .21 .28 .31 .12 .13 :1 t26

Estimation .31* .32* .20 .09 .22 .24 .33*

Fractions

.Units & Cony, .22 .25 .31* .26' .03 .19 .28

Sci. Notation .29* .37* .24 .14 .23 .24 .32*

Decibels

Logarithms

Equations

Geom./Trig.

Phasors o

Number Bases .29* .34* .28 .16 .21 .39 ** .40**

Boolean Al g.
, .20 'I....38** .38** .18 .25 . .32* .44**

"A" School
*

Boolean -.49** .38** .20 .28 .44** '.53**
Number'SYitqms .24 ..30* .13 .47** .57**
'Logic

.12 .02 .27 .47**
' Complements

-.02 .16 '220

Lab Total :27 .32*, .

Written Total .89**

Final.Total

Notes:

secaoSaxaliina.1
2. .Lab Tbtal is the
3. Written Tbtal is
4. Minimal is a
*p

**p . 01.

Number Systems, Locic, and Complements are weekly
EI5Ei:
average of all lab. exams. admdnistered during the course.
thd average of all sect. exams. administered during course.
weighted average of total and written total.

.
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Table 19 (Continued)

ASVAB Tests

ts;

U;

P.

6

45

*$

45

g
el 45

p,

1-1

Wor4 Knowledge. -.03 .04 -.08 .10 -.01 .03 .00

Arith. Reason. ,- .24 .33* .32* .14 .03 .20 .28

Mech. Comp. .01 -.06 .09 .08, .10 .09 .12

Att'n. to Detail .15 .05 .00 .27 .12 .24 .24

Numerical Ops. .10 .09 -.06 -.19 -.03 .12 .13

Shop Info. .07 .12 .03 .00 .01 .12 .14

Elect. Info. .01 -.06 -.09 .01 .08 .10 .08

Math. Knowledge .16 ..05 .10 .04 .30* .13 .19

qen'l. Science .20 .09 .14 .15 .28, .07 .11

Gen'l. Info. -.12 25 .01 .18 -.23 .08 .06

Space Percep. .28 .11 .12 .00 .27 .12 .18

Auto. Info.

CLEP G .43 .39 .44 .22 .27 :17 .33*

CLEP NS .56 .42 .43 .28 .22 .29* .40**.

CLEF, MC .31 .32 .41 .18 .31*. 08 .25

Notes.
I. tico ean I geora, ic, and Complements are T,eekly

sectional examinations.
2. Lab Total is'the average of all lab. exams. administered during the course.
3. Witten Otal is the.average of all sect. exams administered duriiig course.
4. FiliaribarTh a weighted average of lab. total and written total.
*p. <.05.

* *p. 4.01.
,
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Table 20

Intercorrelations of EM School Performanbe Data
with Math Tests and ASVAB Tests

Math Tests

Total Test"

Arithmetic Ops.

Estimation

Fractions

Units & Cony.

Sci .. Notation

Decibel s

Logarithms

Equations

, Geom. /Tri g.

Phasors

Number Bases

Bdolean Alg.

"A"'School

-.67

.10

.11

Practi cal

Written

Math

Non-Math

4-) ..0
4-)

S..

4J 3

0 ASVAB Tests

4:1 .0
4.3

.0
4-)
ICS"
X

0

.43"..09. .38** _Word Knowledge .13 .20k-.09 .21*

29** 14 23** Arith. Reason. .15 .16 -.02 .12

Mdch. Comp. .18k .2841:00 .24**
.16 .06 .14 Att'n. to Detail .13 .12 .01 .12

.43**.07 .39** Numerical Ops. -.03 .19 .02 .18*

.38*/%02 .36" Shop Info. .19* .14 -.03 .10

Elect. Info. .23**.394:k.01 .36**

Math Knowledge .12 a2".01 .29**
.44**.09 .39** Gen' 1. Science .09 .20 *- .07 .20 *

.44 * *:10 .38** - Gen'l. Info. .09 .13 -.03 .11

Space Percep. t .21* .11 -.01 .07

Auto. Info. .17* .15 -.12 .14 .

.17* .15 .15

.13 .04' -?.12

.15 .95

-.16

Notes.
1. Practical is the sumpf all practical scores',Ohtained throughout the course:2. written is the oampretensive written.f*nak6camiriation.

.
.

3. Math Raw is the number of path items answered correctly on the final exam; and
Nbnmath, the score on'ncn-natb-relatel iteMs.

*RAC .05. 2.,

**1;<", .01.

r`l 37 40
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IpNil

Intercorrelations of ET School Performance Data
tOth Math Tests and ASVAB T8ts

Math Tests

Total Tes

Arithmetic

Estimation

Fractions

Units & Conv.

Sci.-Notation

E
cr)

7 .10 .58**/

-.06 .21*

. 08- .25**

.00 .15.

.53**

. 09 .49**

DecibelS .25** .53**

Logarithms

Equations .06 .42**

,Geometry/Trig. -.'02 .Z12*

Phaltirs

Number .Bass" .12. 424**

-::-:---Boolea,n Algebra ,13 ..45**

t . co

4
ASVAB Tests

E
=N

E

Word Knowledge -.05 .26**

Arith Reasoning .07 .21*

Meal. tomp, .14 .35**

Att'n. to'Detail .09 .20*

Numerical tips. .06 .01

.Shbp Ihformation .13 .20*

Elect. Information .02 .31**

Math. Knowledge .09 .39**

General Science -.08 .26**

General Info. .13 .35**

Space Perception .25** .25**

,Automotive Info. .10 .35**

fe--7,--"A"'ch6o1

hum litiqtten

Sum Lib, ^,

,
Nbtes.

0 V '

,. A-
*4, ,> ,

1. Sam Written is the of al written Sectional(exam.%scores for the.00urse.
2. 'Sum tab Asvthe sum of 'all laboratory scores for the course.
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Table 22

Intercorrelations of EleSchool Performance Data

With Math Tests aneASVAB Tests

0

Math Test's

Total Test

Arithmetic Ops.

Estimation

Fractions

Unit's & Cony.

Sci. Notation

Decibels

Logarithms

'Equations

Geom./Trig.

Phasors

Number Bases

Olean Alq.

VAB Tests

Word Knowledge

Aritt., Reason.

', Mech. Comp.

Att'n. ;o Detail'

Numerical Ops.

Shop Info.

Elect: Irfo.
,

Math-Know-Tedge

Genl. Science

-- Genii. Info.

Space Percep.

Auto. Info.

"A" School

Practical

Final 11

'Final 12

Final 13

Math 11

Math 12

Math .13

U
m
L

ts.

'*-4
.-.8

en7, .

c

ii:

Cs.1
.--1

m
c
.,
t.L.

rl
1 .--1

m
c
.,

.-4

.--0

.c
4.,

m
X

Cs.1 el
I-4 .-4

.c '4...:

4-, 4.,

m m
X X

I-0
1-4

.0
4-,
M
x

,

c
0=

. CV-
.0
4-)
m
x

I

c
0Z

:
-C
4-)
m
x

,

c
0

, Z

.20 .56 .28 .19 .74* .58 :40 , .38 .10 -.05

.12 .31 .35 -.01 .55 .38 .46 .28 .29 .38

.03 .21 .'2 .06 .58 .52 .29 .01 .17 -.15

.12 e 9 .30 .26 .33 ..54 Ir .42 .35 .15 .04

.18 .46 .26 .48 .60* .43 .32 .31 .14 .43

.12 .27 .15 -.13 .61* .22 -.22 .07 .09 -.02

.30 .54 -.01 -.03 .47 .324 .22 .47' -.16 -.22

.19 .59* -.12 .00 .74* .26 .23 .40 -.28 p.19

\ /

-.06 .22 -.15 .07 -.06 -.15 .03 30 412 .07

.10 .46 -.07 .07 .55 .15 .15 33 -.16 -.02

.09 .52 -.15 .39 .56 -.14 1 .24 40 -.13 .36

-.06 -.19 .02 ..02 .08 7.02 -.43 -.28" .03 .31

.21 -.08 -.04 -.34 -.34 .24 -.35 .05 L.17 -.21

-.03 -.16 .00 -.25 -.05 -:03 .24 --.17 .01 .16

-.08 .22 -.17 .42 =.05 -.37 .02 .30 -.04 .58

.14 .29 .18 .25 .56 .55 .36

-.12 .09 -.01 .04 -.10 .07 -.10 .15 -.05 .14

.16 .22 -.03 -.24 .21 .04 .00 .19 -.06. -.35

.05 -.17 -.44 .43 .08 -.25 .43 -.25. -.46 .27

-.13 .34 '.27 .41 .40 .06 .08 .25 .31 .52

,f
.87 .05 .02 .59 .14 .09 .83 -.00 -.04

.69 .95

.78 .96

.73 .84

.41

.56

.25

Notes:

1. Finals 11, 12, and 13 are variations of the same written final exam.
2. Ath 11, 12, and 13 are scores on math-related items for Finals 11; 12, and 13.
3. PractlEal-IS an it iv. performance scare on a 10-point scale of corpetency.
4. Nonmath 11, 12, and 13 are scores,on nonmath-related items from Finals 11, 12, and 13.

**p< .01.
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Table 23

Intercorrelations of FT School Performance-Data
with Math Teftsand ASVAB Tests

Math Tests

U
M

et_

(,)

M

eL

ro

0

4- -C- 4.1 C
'Z' > ro 0

Total Test .20* .21* .39** .37** .52.11-,25* .45

Arithmetic Ops / .17 .26** .17 .15- .33** .13 .19

Estimation r-
Fractions

Units & Conv. .11 .18 .32** .42** .43** .22* .41**

Sci. Notation .19 .11 .40** .25* .48** .13 .40**

Decibels -

Logarithms

Equations 09 .18 .24* .30** .37** .22* .32**

Geometry/Trig. .22* .11 .40 * *. 33 ** .45** .21* .43** c

Phasors .13 .07 .21* .04) .28** .29** .19.

Number Bases

"A"'School

Practical 1 .20 .36 .23 .34 .06 .27

Practical 2 .14 -.03 .33 .21 .13

Wripen 1 .26 .70 .16 .69

Wrfithn 2 .22 .29 .86

Avg. Total .25 .71

Math .i6

Non-Math

ASVAB Tefts

Word Knowledge -.09 p.13 ,14 .11 .24* .14 .29**

Arith. Reason. .09 .05 .10 .12 .15 .09 .18

Mech. Comp. .07 .25* .10 .04 .24 -.06 .22*

Att'n. to Detail .01 .09 .05 -.04 -.03 .11 -.03

Numerical Ops. -.6o .03 .15 -.01 .08 .25* .12

Shod Info. 6 .09 .12 .04 .14 .15 .30**
I

.Elect. Info. .11 . .40** .24* .16 AO** .09 .36**

Math. Knowledge .13 .05 .26* .22* .36** .09 .36 **

Gen'l. ence .03 .05 .15 .06 .19 -.01 .22*

Gen'l. I fo. .06 .04 :19 .04' .23* .05 .14

Space Percep. .11 .32** .28* -.07 .24* -.18. .23*

Auto. Info. .12 -.00 .16 .05 .14 .02 .34*

. Notes:

1. Practical 1 deals with oscilloscope and transistor theOry; and Practical
12, with gyro mechanism and synchrip mechanism theory.

2. Written 1 is a corTrehensive midterm exam; and Written 2, 43 comp. final exam.
3. Average 'Ibtal is tie overall percentage score at the end of the tours* based on'

two practical scores wid 12 weekly written scores.
4. Math is the score on math-related items from the final exam; and Nonmath, the

score on nonMaih-related items.
*p .05,

**p < .01.
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Math Tests

Total Test

S--Arithmetic Ops.

Estimation

Fractions .06 .07

Units & Conv. .10 .27**

Sci. Notation

Decibels

Logarithms.

Equations .12 .21*

Table 24

Intercorrelations of GM School'Performance Data

. with Math Tests and ASVAB Tests

4

rn;

3'
.20* .'314

.25**.:29**

Geometry /Trig.

Phasors

Number Bases

Boolean Algebra .21* .28'3'11

"A" School'
0

Practical

Wr_itten

*.54

ASVAB Tests

re;

U
S..

CU nc

Word Knowledge .08 .21*

) Arith Reasoning .10 ,..17*

Mech. Co* **, .19*, .21**

Attin. to Detail -.06

Numerics Ops._

IMOormation, .03 .18

Elect. Information .14 .21*

// Math. Knowledge .16 .18*

.General Science .05 .19

Genehl Info. :13 .35**

Space Perception .16 .;2**

Automotive Info. -.04 .17*

Note: Practical is the average of all practical examinations during the course;
, the average Of the weekly written examination.

* 1:145. .05,

** R:4 .01.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Perhaps the most compelling conclusion of this study is the vious one: "A"
school courses that are primarily limited to basic electronics concepts wire only a
minimum level of arithmetic operations proficiency in preparation for the co e work,
and those courses involving More sophisticated electronics'concepts (e.g., DS, ET, and EW)
require training in advanced mathematics prior to or concurrent 'with course instruction
for superior performance in the course,

0 2. Performance in mathematics in the electronics ratings is poor even in those
,topic areas instructors consider crucial to successful performance in an electronics rating.
Therefore, either the course-performance tests do not measure appropriate skills, or the
instructors have an inaccurate perception of mathematics requirements.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The maihemitics requirements in the entire electrimlics training pipeline should
be assessed to ensure that skills and knowledges essential for successful fleet performance
and, subordinate skills and knowledges that enable the trainee to master essential skills are
taught. This effort is Currently being conducted by INI.VPERSRANDCEN.

2. Instruction should be developed to remedy student mathematics deficiencies in
areas identified as a result of the implementation of recommendation #1.

10 ,
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